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LOOKING TOWARDS 

THE FUTURE 
Story & Photos by Skovy 

 
The Black Top Tour is again 
upon us. This year we are 
invading Minnesota. I hope all of 
you are ready to go. All the 
details are listed throughout this 
RUMBLER edition and I’m sure 
plenty of you are already 
receiving texts and e-mails about 
this run. 

We did another “CHASING” 
around North Dakota and my car 
broke going through Bismarck. 
Darn it! The remaining people 
went to Garrison Dam. They met 
some other people up at Garrison 
and had a great afternoon. In 
July we won’t have a “CHASING” 
around North Dakota because of 
the Black Top Tour but we are 
making plans for August. 

This month we are meeting up at 
Stoudt Ford in Jamestown on 
Wednesday, July 22. The gang at 
Stoudt’s is cooking up 
hamburgers and dogs, so bring 
up your cool rides. We have a ton 
of stuff to go over with the 
upcoming Black Top Tour. 

The Don Wilhelm Car show is 
also off on the horizon. Rod, Jeff, 
Lisa Wilhelm have up’d the ante 
on prizes. As you notice from the 
enclosed flyer and the flyers 
you’ll see around the area money 
for the winners have increased. 
The show is gaining notoriety 

from car enthusiast from great 
distances (over 13,000 readers of 
this “RUMBLER”). We are having 
2 real deal Yenko cars from the 
“SHED” in Warroad MN on 
display (Don’t worry exhibitors, 
they will not be in the judging). 

Anyway, I could ramble on for 
most of this edition. Better you 
come to Stoudt’s on Wednesday 
July 22

nd
 and find out all the 

details. 

Until then ... Happy motoring! 

Thank you everybody for reading 
and enjoying the “RUMBLER” 
magazine. Our e-mail 
subscriptions have passed 
13,121 issues.  
 
Don’t be bashful. We are a very 
active organization and want 
members. It’s only $25.00 for a 
regular membership & $50.00 if 
you want the “RUMBLER” mailed 
to you. See the application on the 
back page, or email 
Skovy@donwilhelm.com. 
 
 

 
 

MEMBERS BIRTHDAYS 

Judy Wiest  07/01 
Sandy Wilhelm  07/01 
Scott Anderson  07/02 
Jay Noot  07/04 
Sharon Orness  07/06 
Eileen Masters  07/07 
Scott Block  07/08 
Ken Meyer  07/10 
Cindy Holzkamm 07/21 
Taylor Olson  07/29 
 
Miss your birthday? Please 
contact me at 701-202-7067 
whereas I can update your 
records. 

ACTIVE MEMBERS 

 
Allmer, Michael 

Andersen, Jeff(Andy) & Shelly 

Anderson, Bruce & Kathy 

Anderson, Roger & Meleia 

Anderson, Scott & Kim 

Bachmeier, Donovan & Karla 

Balvitsch, Wayne 

Behm, Earl & Connie 

Bensch, Paul & Janis 

Berg, Wayne & Tami 

Beyer, James 

Block, Scott & Pat 

Brandenburger, Max & Williams, 

Laura 

Briese, Lee & Penny 

Calheim, Clifford & Marla 

Carow, Billy & Candace 

Demarcy, Jared 

Dewald, Joel & Della 

Elhard, Dale & Cynthia 
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Erdahl, Shawn (Shady) & Dawn 

Gaier, Craig & Johnston, Ruth 

Gehring, Duane & Kathleen 

Geisler, David 

Gibson, Teddy & Diane 

Gilbertson, Mike & Murray, Kim 

Gilge, Larry & Cindy 

Godfrey, Collin 

Gray, JeriLynn & Andy 

Greenlund, Ron & Darlene 

Gumke, Matt 

Gums, Robert & Candace 

Guthmiller, Neil & Linda 

Heiman, Tyler 

Hoggarth, Scott 

Holzkamm, Al & Cindy 

Houge, Jason & Ann Marie 

Huber, Al & Sue 

Jacobson, Verdell (Jake) & Linda 

Jangula, Duane 

Jaskoviak, Steven (Skovy) 

Jensen, Paul & Sue 

Johnson, Brandon & Sonia 

Kamlitz, Brian 

Karn, Dale & Sue 

Keim, Lyman & Darlene 

Kessler, Michael & Mary 

Kleinknecht, Delno & Phyllis 

Kolb, Dale & Nidia 

Kummer, Jeffrey & Erin 

Lade, Joshua 

Lang, John (JR) 

Layton, Viril & Mary 

Loose, Larry & Bonita 

Lulay, Bob & Alma 

Lynn, Randy 

Lynn, Tyler & Pauline 

Martin, Randy & Patti 

Masters, George & Eileen 

Mathias, Roger & Bonnie 

McCreedy, Terrance 

McCullough, Gary & Billie 

McIlonie, Bernie & Darlene 

Meidinger, Jamie 

Meyer, Ken & Annie 

Miller, Randy & Crystel 

Mischka, Kenneth & Judy 

Mittleider, Cody & Elaine 

Mitzel, LeRoy 

Moser, LeRoy & Gloria 

Nelson, Troy & Lois 

Nenow, Roger & Lois 

Nogosek, Aaron & Amy 

Noot, Jay & Bryant 

Olson, David & Adele 

Olson, Taylor 

Orness, Stan & Sharon 

Poppe, Jerry & Ardie 

Ravely, Thomas & Rhonda 

Redinger, Dale 

Rixen, Dennis 

Schauer, Ronald & Cindy 

Schlenker, Mark 

Seckerson, Kelly & Tricia 

Seher, Jeff 

Specht, Gary & Margaret 

Speckman, Dale & Pamela 

Stromberg, Bryan 

Swedlund, Troy & Emmy 

Thoele, Kevin & Kim 

Thomas, Troy & Tricia 

Timm, Curt 

Titman, Nick 

Tracy, Dean & Martha 

VanFleet, Richard 

Vining, Taylor 

Wegenast, Colin & Toni 

Westerhausen, Leon & Mary Jane 

Wiest, J.P. & Judy 

Wilhelm, Jeff 

Wilhelm, Rod & Sandy 

Willman, Casey & Jessica 

Willman, Dusty 

Wolf, Cameron 

Wolff, Clayton & Beverly 

Wonnenberg, Douglas & Robyn 

 
 
 
 

 

STRIP OR STREET        
Jeff Davis’s 1970 Chevelle LS5 

Convertible runs hard and 
shows good                         

Story sent by Rod Short (Hot Rod Magazine) 

 

 

Ask the average enthusiast what 
was the best Chevy muscle car 
ever and they’re likely to mention 
the 1970 Chevelle. Yes, there are 
other big cars, pony cars, lower 
production models, special dealer 
editions and more, but this is the 
mid-sized car that was the apple 
of nearly every man’s eye. That’s 
what made an impression on a 
young Jeff Davis – and through 
his vision and efforts, is what we 
have before us here. 

 
 

 

This was a car that many 
Americans grew up in. The base 
model Chevelle was the bread ’n’ 

http://www.hotrod.com/cars/featured/1507-strip-or-street-jeff-davis-1970-chevelle-ls5-convertible-runs-hard-and-shows-good/#photo-01
http://www.hotrod.com/cars/featured/1507-strip-or-street-jeff-davis-1970-chevelle-ls5-convertible-runs-hard-and-shows-good/#photo-02
http://www.hotrod.com/cars/featured/1507-strip-or-street-jeff-davis-1970-chevelle-ls5-convertible-runs-hard-and-shows-good/#photo-03
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butter car for many, while the 
Malibu was the upscale model. 
There was a wide variety of 
family wagons, too. Buyers had a 
wide choice of engines that year, 
but the magic pills that turned the 
Chevelle V-8 sport coupe or 
convertible into an iconic muscle 
car were the Z25 (396-cid) and 
Z15 (454-cid) option packages. 
Along with the instantly 
recognizable SS emblems, both 
packages came with a blacked-
out grille, a black rear bumper 
insert, wheel moldings, F70x14 
lettered tires, heavy-duty 
suspension, and special interior 
trim among other things. This 
was the peak of the muscle car 
wars, however, so nothing was 
more important than cubic 
inches. With the LS5 Mk IV big-
block featuring oval port heads, a 
hydraulic cam, and a Quadrajet 
carb, the engine was factory 
rated at a conservative 360 
horsepower at 4,400 rpm and 
500 lb-ft of torque at 3,200. While 
less powerful than the LS6, this 
was the more common engine 
that made Chevy power feared 
on the street. 

 

“The car was purchased in 2004,” 
Jeff said after he had retired from 
showing another Chevy on the 
ISCA show circuit. “I wanted a 
high-performance convertible 
muscle car that I could drive and 
enjoy – and this met my needs. It 
was red with a white interior, a 
LS5 454 automatic and a lot of 
options. It wasn’t numbers-

matching, but it was fun, fun, and 
more fun!” 

 

As with most people that first get 
their hands on a new project car, 
there were a number of decisions 
that had to be made while Jeff 
was transforming this Malibu. 
Rather than a trailer queen, Jeff 
wanted a show quality car that he 
could drive and enjoy. With that, 
a new GM 454-cid 425hp crate 
engine (PN 12568774) was 
obtained for the car while the 
TH400 was dumped in favor of a 
M21 four-speed. 

Will Stieve went through the crate 
engine and added a COMP 
Cams XR282HR Xtreme Energy 
hydraulic roller cam with 
matching lifters along with a 
Holley 750 double-pumper, 
Moroso 7-quart pan, coated 
Hooker headers, and MagnaFlow 
mufflers. Electronic dumps help 
provide extra power “on 
demand.” Behind the engine 
went a Tremec TK550 that gives 
Jeff five speeds to pull. 

The amount of work that went 
into detailing the engine bay itself 
is nothing short of impressive. 
Every bracket was smoothed 
while all factory clamps and A/C 
lines were polished. Every nut 
and bolt was bead blasted, clear 
coated, and indexed or “point 
aligned” while every surface was 
painted to resemble aluminum. 
Even the wiring was rerouted so 

it could be hidden within the 
fenders. 

 

 
 

 

With the car completely 
disassembled, the all of the 
undercoating was scrapped off 
and then the frame was acid 
dipped and completely 
sandblasted. All of the rough 
seams and welds were ground 
down while any pitted areas were 
filled. The stock front suspension 
was detailed while Edelbrock 
trailing arms were added to the 
otherwise stock rear suspension 
and drivetrain. The finished 
rolling chassis rides on American 
Racing Torq-Thrust wheels 
mounted on BFGoodrich rubber. 

 

 
 

http://www.hotrod.com/cars/featured/1507-strip-or-street-jeff-davis-1970-chevelle-ls5-convertible-runs-hard-and-shows-good/#photo-04
http://www.hotrod.com/cars/featured/1507-strip-or-street-jeff-davis-1970-chevelle-ls5-convertible-runs-hard-and-shows-good/#photo-08
http://www.hotrod.com/cars/featured/1507-strip-or-street-jeff-davis-1970-chevelle-ls5-convertible-runs-hard-and-shows-good/#photo-09
http://www.hotrod.com/cars/featured/1507-strip-or-street-jeff-davis-1970-chevelle-ls5-convertible-runs-hard-and-shows-good/#photo-10
http://www.hotrod.com/cars/featured/1507-strip-or-street-jeff-davis-1970-chevelle-ls5-convertible-runs-hard-and-shows-good/#photo-11
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New seats, door panels, and 
floorplans give the interior a fresh 
look and feel. Legendary Auto 
Interiors provided the Pearl White 
vinyl coverings for the seating, 
which was installed by Everlast 
Interiors & Top in Linden, New 
Jersey. Jeff restored the dash 
himself as all of the gauges were 
replaced. The trim was painted 
and the chrome was re-plated. 

Every single body panel was 
scrutinized, straightened as 
needed, primed, and block 
sanded to perfection before it 
was sprayed with DuPont 
Chroma One Acrylic Urethane 
basecoat. Two coats of pearl 
clear coat followed on top of that. 
Topping that are contrasting 
stripes that were applied with 
DuPont Cro Max Pro 
Waterborne. Even the inside of 
the fenders were re-finished. The 
bumpers were show plated and 
then painted inside. The trunk 
area was completely detailed 
with custom inserts in the cover 
holes in the truck lid. 

 

With the makeover complete, 
Jeff’s car today isn’t just a driver, 
but also a street version of an 

NHRA SS/D drag race car – 
without sacrificing tractability. 
The end result is a creation that 
takes the best from both worlds 
with the emphasis being on 
driving fun. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 “My staff at Specialized Auto 
Craft deserves the credit with 
special thanks to Rob Hart, who 
did most of the bodywork, and 
Jon Carter, my painter who 
assisted me with the refinishing. 
Everlast Interiors & Top in 
Linden, New Jersey and engine 
builder Will Stieve of Bristol, 
Tennessee, and of course, none 
of this would have happened 
without the moral support of my 
wife.” 

MOPAR GRAVEYARD 
Where Chargers & Challengers 

go to Die – Inside Stephens 
Performance Salvage Yard                           

Story & Photos by Ryan Brutt (Hot Rod 

Magazine … hotrod.com) 

 

 

Stephens Performance salvage 
yard is located in Anderson, 
Alabama, right on the border 
between Nashville, Tennessee, 
and Birmingham. The rumor is 
that it is the largest Mopar 
wrecking yard in the world, and 
after seeing the sheer number of 
carcasses, and hiking for five 
hours to see it all, we were 
convinced. 

Mr. Stephens started the yard in 
1975 with one 1968 Dodge Super 
Bee that he accidentally crashed 
into a telephone pole. As he 
parted that car out, he learned 
the salvage business and the 
yard only grew from there. 
Stephens Performance is broken 
up into three yards. The main 
yard is broken up into three large 
sections for A, B, and E-bodies 
with the largest being the B-body 
section. As you go back, the 
yards get smaller. The second 
yard has the body styles broken 
down by row, and includes all of 
the yards' C-bodies. The smallest 
yard, the furthest back, is 
predominantly overflow of B-
bodies that don't fit in the first two 
sections. Making for one of the 
largest Mopar Salvage Yards in 
the world. This isn’t a hoarder’s 

http://www.hotrod.com/cars/featured/1507-strip-or-street-jeff-davis-1970-chevelle-ls5-convertible-runs-hard-and-shows-good/#photo-15
http://www.hotrod.com/cars/featured/1507-strip-or-street-jeff-davis-1970-chevelle-ls5-convertible-runs-hard-and-shows-good/#photo-26
http://www.hotrod.com/cars/featured/1507-strip-or-street-jeff-davis-1970-chevelle-ls5-convertible-runs-hard-and-shows-good/#photo-16
http://www.hotrod.com/cars/featured/1507-strip-or-street-jeff-davis-1970-chevelle-ls5-convertible-runs-hard-and-shows-good/#photo-17
http://www.hotrod.com/cars/featured/1507-strip-or-street-jeff-davis-1970-chevelle-ls5-convertible-runs-hard-and-shows-good/#photo-18
http://www.hotrod.com/features/1506-where-chargers-and-challengers-go-to-die-inside-stevens-auto-wrecking/#photo-01
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operation; all of these parts are 
for sale. Take a look. 

This 1969 Charger has many usable 
parts, and a chicken-wire grille. 

There are many Dodge Charger R/Ts 
around. This one has usable door-

scoops. 

There are plenty of performance models 
in the yard. This 1969 Plymouth GTX sits 

just outside the office door. 

We weren’t sure if this original 1971 
Plymouth Road Runner had its 383 
stickers placed upside down at the 

factory. 

This 1971 Plymouth 'Cuda drag car was 
decaying up on a hill by itself. 

There are still tons of parts to be found in 
the yard, this 1970 Challenger R/T grille 

was sitting on top of the car. 

This 1967 Dart GT has all the important 
convertible parts still intact, waiting for 

someone to buy them. 

Some of the cars have been in the yard 
for a long time. This 1972 Duster has the 

cliché tree growing in the engine 
compartment. 

There are also regular Mopars in the 
yard. This Valiant Signet 200 with its gold-

with-red spray-paint highlights still has 
some good parts. 

A Panther Pink 1970 Plymouth Duster is 
fairly rare vehicle. 

The previous owner of this 1968 Dart cut 
the quarters and added a dragon to the 

paint job. Was it a drag car from the 
1960s? 

This 1971 Plymouth 'Cuda 340 has a lot 
of usable sheet metal. Look at all the E-

bodies behind it. 

This 1970 Challenger R/T SE sits among 
its siblings. 

Most of this 1971 Challenger R/T is 
useable. The dash pads it still intact. 

 

Another 70 Challenger R/T, this one a 
basic 383 car... or it was. 

http://www.hotrod.com/features/1506-where-chargers-and-challengers-go-to-die-inside-stevens-auto-wrecking/#photo-02
http://www.hotrod.com/features/1506-where-chargers-and-challengers-go-to-die-inside-stevens-auto-wrecking/#photo-02
http://www.hotrod.com/features/1506-where-chargers-and-challengers-go-to-die-inside-stevens-auto-wrecking/#photo-03
http://www.hotrod.com/features/1506-where-chargers-and-challengers-go-to-die-inside-stevens-auto-wrecking/#photo-03
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True 1970 'Cuda slowly being parted out. 
The factory bias-ply tire is being used as 

a jack stand. 

This is a rare car. Not only is it a 1969 
Dodge Polara 500 Convertible, but it has 
the rare Super-Lite feature. Which was a 
quartz-iodine lamp installed in the grille 
and aimed to the right side of the road. 

We’d consider this Vitamin C orange 
1970 Plymouth Super Bee a usable car. 

This neglected 1969 Charger R/T still has 
most of the grille and emblems intact. 

We’re not sure what was going on with 
the 1968 Charger’s taillights. Are those 

Impala parts? 

This wild Gasser-looking 1965 Dodge 
Coronet Wagon sits on Mirada aluminum 

rims with a reverse stinkbug stance. 

Not often you come across a near 
complete 1970 Coronet R/T Hood and 

Ram Charger air grabber setup just lying 
around. 

When was the last time you saw a 
complete 1975 Plymouth Road Runner? 

Last year on the B-Body platform. 

We almost didn’t see this badly rusted 
1970 Plymouth GTX way back in the 

yard. 

The roof is toast but otherwise this 1970 
383 Super Bee is another somewhat 

useable car with amazing patina. 

Need some parts for a 1969 Dart 
Swinger? 

The remains of this 1969 Dodge Charger 
Daytona that has been on the property for 

decades. 

 

http://www.hotrod.com/features/1506-where-chargers-and-challengers-go-to-die-inside-stevens-auto-wrecking/#photo-17
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http://www.hotrod.com/features/1506-where-chargers-and-challengers-go-to-die-inside-stevens-auto-wrecking/#photo-27
http://www.hotrod.com/features/1506-where-chargers-and-challengers-go-to-die-inside-stevens-auto-wrecking/#photo-28
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RUMBLER MINISTRY    
Story & Photos by Scott W. Block 

 
 

Blessing other drivers… 
 
Have you noticed that it is 
possible to bless other drivers by 
the way in which you drive? Well, 
there is. For example, let’s speak 
about turn signals. There have 
been significant technological 
improvements to cars since 
Henry Ford first mass produced 
them. However as you know 
there are no changes or 
improvements to things in 
general unless, and until, there 
are problems encountered, and 
many times people have died for 
those changes to have taken 
place. As you already know, 
“necessity is the mother of 
invention.” For example again, 
turn signals. They first appeared 
around 1940 or so. The reason 
they came into being was the 
chaos and confusion caused by 
arm signals. (You remember the 
arm signals we were taught for 
riding bicycles…) The left arm 

straight out of the window for a 
left-hand turn was hitting the 
heads of bicyclists and 
pedestrians. During times of 
heavy traffic, heads and arms 
were both at risk. In addition, 
people just didn’t understand 
what the signals meant. 
Sometimes people simply waved 
back! Others decided they liked 
their arms so much they didn’t 
want to stick them out in traffic. 
Losing an arm was not 
something people desired. 
 
Using the turn signals on your 
street rod, classic, SUV, truck, 
daily driver, or motorcycle, I 
would say without hesitation, is 
your civic responsibility primarily 
and obeying the law secondarily. 
Signals are used primarily to 
warn other drivers about your 
intentions. Doing this not only 
demonstrates you are a good 
citizen but you are also blessing 
your neighbor. Isn’t it aggravating 
to watch someone on the 
freeway in the left lane with their 
left blinker on for miles? Oh sure, 
you may say something like, 
“well, what an idiot” which is not 
putting your neighbor in the best 
possible light. But in your mind 
you really do wonder what that 
driver is going to do, even if they 
are on 94 westbound traveling 75 
per. Are they looking for a quick 
U-turn and may slam on the 
brakes at any given moment? At 
the very least it puts you on edge 
and you will keep an eye on that 
particular driver, and just in case, 
you may even slow down to get 
some distance between you and 
that driver. 
 
Wondering what the next move 
someone is indeed problematic. 
At a 4-way stop it has frustrated 
me that when cars are “in line” for 
their turn, it is always the one 
making the left-handed turn that 
suffers. Even though the left-

hander was at the intersection 
two cars previously, and was in 
the right-of-way, and was 
properly displaying the left turn 
signal, and it is their turn to 
proceed, the one going straight 
will simply bust through the 
intersection and not wait their 
correct turn. I have seen some 
near misses in this precise 
situation, with me included. 
 
The first step in your civic 
responsibility is to locate the 
steering wheel. As you sit in the 
driver’s seat, there on the 
steering wheel column you will 
notice a lever on the left side. It is 
the lever closest to you; the one 
further away is usually for tilting 
the steering wheel. Anyway, this 
lever is called the turn signal 
lever because it has a little 
something to do with turning your 
vehicle. This lever goes up and 
down. The “up” position activates 
flashing lights on the front and 
rear of your vehicle along with a 
little light on your dashboard and 
indicates you will be making a 
right hand turn. The “down” 
position similarly warns (and 
blesses) other drivers you will be 
turning left. Sometimes there is 
even a little ticking noise 
associated with the activation of 
the lever that blinks in concert 
with the dashboard light. All in all, 
this does not seem very 
complicated does it? A simple 
flick of the wrist and voila, your 
turn signal is on. Oh, by the way, 
it comes off automatically after 
completion of the turn. Pretty 
cool, huh? 
 
Jesus speaks about being a 
blessing to others as he taught 
and demonstrated how to serve 
others. John 13:17 says, “If you 
know these things, blessed are 
you if you do them.” That is if you 
serve others first you too will 
receive a blessing. Now that you 
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know this, it is your civic duty, it is 
obeying traffic law, and now it is 
almost Biblical for you to use 
your signals. So bless me and 
other driver’s dear readers by 
using your turn signals. It does 
indeed make life easier, nicer, 
and much more pleasant out on 
the road. 
 
Take care out there dear readers 
of the Rumbler. May the signals 
work in your life as you make 
right and left turns as God signals 
His intentions for you. May God 
fill you with joy and peace that 
passes all understanding? 
 
Keep on cruising. Keep on using 
your turn signals. Keep on 
reading the Rumbler. Blessings 
everyone! 
 

SECRET STASH OF 
WINGED 

SUPERSPEEDWAY CARS 
FROM THE 1960’s                                       

Story & Photos by Ryan Brutt (Hot Rod 

Magazine) 

 

I've traveled around the country 
during the past few years, 
documenting what we call “barn 
finds.” The term, perhaps a bit 
misleading, is used to describe 
any neglected yet still desirable 
car— regardless of whether said 
car has or hasn't been in an 
actual barn. The barn find label 
may be used for any vehicle that 
has been sitting neglected, 
disused, or nearly abandoned by 
the current owner.  

The collection before you is one 
of the craziest barn finds I've 
been able to document. I've 
heard of this place for years, but 
hadn’t been able to investigate it 
until I made a trip to the Wellborn 
Muscle Car Museum in 
Alexander City, Alabama, and 
took a small detour through 
Tennessee on the way home. 
The number of rare and desirable 
cars stashed away was mind-
boggling in this day and age. 
These weren't four-door Pintos 
and 1969 Camaros. This was a 
secret stash of winged 
superspeedway cars from the 
1960s. 

The owner of the cars and I 
decided we should meet at a 
local BBQ place first so we could 
get to know each other a bit. We 
talked for nearly an hour about 
cars and our travels. By this time 
it was pouring rain, dark, and 
cold but I was determined to 
shoot the cars that night as the 
next day I had to leave to get 
ahead of the snow storm 
barreling through the south. 

Standing in front of the 
warehouse, you’d never expect 
what was inside, especially in the 
small town the place is in. But the 
minute you opened the door, and 
the little bit of light from the half a 
working bank of fluorescent 
bulbs, you could just start looking 
around and seeing all the 
amazing cars the guy had, and 
that everything you had been told 
was true. 

 

Walking in through the small door 
and I was presented with an area 
as big as a football field. The 
lights only worked in the front 
part of the warehouse, so it 
allowed me to see that right there 
by the door were three 1969 Ford 
Talladega’s, two Mercury 
Cyclone Spoilers, one 1969 
Dodge Charger Daytona, one 
1970 Plymouth Superbird, and 
one 1969 Charger 500.  

 

Even with how big this one 
building was, the owner had 
another warehouse attached to 
the one side where he held even 
more projects. In the dark, only 

http://www.hotrod.com/features/1506-secret-stash-of-winged-superspeedway-cars-from-the-1960s/#photo-01
http://www.hotrod.com/features/1506-secret-stash-of-winged-superspeedway-cars-from-the-1960s/#photo-02
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navigating by flashlight we made 
our way over to the other side, 
where, not surprising there was 
more cars! A 1970 Mustang 
Sportsroof was right up in front, 
but just next to that was another 
Mercury Cyclone Spoiler that was 
being worked on. Along with a 
second 1970 Superbird. This one 
was just a 440 4-bbl car and the 
engine had just been restored, 
and they were beginning on the 
body. 

 

Probably the saddest car in the 
whole place was in the back of 
the side warehouse. A 1970 
Superbird, but this one was an 
original 426 Hemi car. It had 
been used as a circle track car 
for a while, and then was 
involved in a fire at a shop. After 
that, it was abandoned in a field 
and nearly sent to the crusher, 
but the owner saved it and just 
decided to stick it in the 
warehouse for safe keeping. We 
chatted for a while about the car, 
saying it would be cool to make a 
frame to set the carcass on, and 
use it as decoration somewhere. 
He still had the complete 426 
Hemi and transmission in the 
warehouse. 

Across from the Hemi was what I 
usually come across. These were 
barn find Aero Warriors that the 
owner had saved out of barns for 
the past few decades, and tucked 
them safely away in his 
warehouse until the time came 
for him to get around to them. 
Right at the head of the row was 
an Alpine White 1970 Superbird, 

a 440-6 with a four-speed with 
the Pistol Grip still sticking out of 
the floor. It didn't stop there, next 
to that was another Talladega, in 
front of that was another Cyclone 
Spoiler, and in front of that was 
three more Talladega’s. Some 
had been sitting outside so long 
mold was growing on the sheet 
metal. 

We made our way forward to the 
last cars in the collection. This is 
a collection, not a rusting junk 
because the owner does work on 
these cars. Most of the ones by 
the door are running and driving 
cars that he takes out from time 
to time. He is active in the hobby 
in general as well. It just takes a 
long time to work on so many 
rare and unique cars.  

The last few cars we came 
across were two Superbirds’. 
One used to be his daily 
driver/show car. He used to go all 
over the country with his wife in 
that car. He once had a TV put in 
the car so she could watch it 
while he was at car shows. That 
car was on one side of a row of 
shelving, and directly opposite of 
it was a near twin to it. Same 
color and everything! This one is 
a long-term project as the rust 
had seriously set in. But he had 
cut out the bad metal and saved 
the car. 

 

I talked with the owner about why 
he collected all these rare and 
unique Aero Warriors. He said 
that when he was growing up, 
working for his father’s company 

he was able to go to training at 
different companies like Dodge 
and Ford. And this was just as 
the Aero Wars were heating up. 
And since he had interest in it, he 
was able to work his way into 
training at places like Chrysler’s 
Chelsea Proving Grounds and 
the Holman/Moody race shops. 
He was always interested in the 
Aero Warriors, so as he got 
older, he began collecting them, 
to the point that he has a bunch 
tucked safely away in a 
warehouse. Not only did he have 
cars though, he had parts and 
collectibles to go with them. 
Rooms full of incredible NOS 
items like Talladega badges and 
limited edition collectible cars. He 
really was fully ingrained in the 
Aero Warriors culture.  

 

http://www.hotrod.com/features/1506-secret-stash-of-winged-superspeedway-cars-from-the-1960s/#photo-03
http://www.hotrod.com/features/1506-secret-stash-of-winged-superspeedway-cars-from-the-1960s/#photo-04
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MOTORHEAD CENTRAL                                       
Story & Photos by Brian Kamlitz 

 
 

The 1
st
 annual Rods and Hogs 

the City of Jamestown held on 
June 11 was a complete 
success! Everybody was super 
pleased they were able to put 
such a great event together in a 
mere 5 week time frame. The 
following sponsors need to be 
recognized for supporting this 
event. A big Thank you goes out 
to Klein's Collision Center, The 
Ypsilanti Bar & Grille, and also 
First Community Credit Union. 
Thank you for your support. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
  
Plans are already being 
discussed about next year event. 
We are looking at changing a few 
things and adding some other 
events to this program. I’ll keep 
you informed in future issues of 
the “RUMBLER” and also 
personal text and e-mails when 
we get events hammered down. 
Next year will be on June 11, 
2016. Mark your calendars. 
 
The Drag Races are going to be 
happening the same time the 
“RUMBLER” goes to print. I will 
have to inform all of you on the 
status of the races in the next 
“RUMBLER”. I hope you can all 
come on July 18-19 and have 
fun.  Along with all the highlights 
of local dragsters, there will also 
be the Midwest Wild Bunch in 
attendance AND racing. You 
want to see real fast cars then 
come to the Jamestown Airport 
and be our guest. We will have a 
dyno set up at the drags for 
anyone that wants to see what 
HP you are putting to the ground 
both days Saturday and Sunday.  
 

 
 

James Valley Motorsports 
Foundation is still waiting for the 
Federal paperwork to be done. 
We are taking any free will 
donations to help form this 
organization. Until our Federal 
paperwork is completed, we will 
not be able to hand out tax slips 
but the Foundation could sure 
use your help big and small. If 
you want to donate, please 
contact Brian Kamlitz or Tyler 
Michel so we can get rolling on 
North Dakota's first 1/4 mile drag 
strip built right here in 
Jamestown. 
 
The Dakota Blacktop Tour is 
happening July 31

st
, August 1

st
 & 

2
nd

. It’s on a Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday. The Tour is going to 
Minnesota and South Dakota. 
The tour is a little over 700 miles 
and people are contacting us left 
and right wanting us to stop by 
and tour their shops. Get 
involved and plan on cruzing the 
2

nd
 Annual Dakota Blacktop Tour 

this year! Contact Skovy 701-
202-7067 for details.  
 
Get out and support your local 
speedway, car club or whatever 
type of Motorsport event you 
have in your community.  
 
If you ever want to drop me a 
note please email me at 
inarut808@yahoo.com  
 
 
 
 

 
 

mailto:inarut808@yahoo.com
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1970 DODGE MEMORIAL 
CHARGER 

Story & Photos by Ryan Brutt (Hot Rod 

Magazine)  

 

I worked at a NAPA Auto Parts 
during college to support my 
habit of looking for barn finds. 
The parts counter gave me 
access to nearly the entire car 
community, so I’d get a steady 
stream of leads. One rumor that 
came up repeatedly was of a 
1970 Dodge Charger R/T 
squirreled away nearby. 

I was able to determine a vague 
location, so I drove up and down 
every road in that area until I 
found a house that fit the profile. I 
knocked on the door, and an 
older gentleman asked how he 
could help me. I told him I’d 
heard about a 1970 Charger 
sitting around, and he invited me 
into the garage to take a look.  

 

To get to the Charger, I first had 
to make my way past numerous 
Harley-Davidsons, but on the 
other side was a 1970 Dodge 
Charger R/T. It was a 440ci car 
with a 727 auto on the floor. At 
some point, someone had 

hacked up the floor for a four-
speed. 

 

The current owner’s son had 
originally owned the Charger, but 
he had been killed in a tragic 
accident. The R/T still gets 
tinkered with, but it exists more 
as a memorial. 

 

 

 
Story & Photos by Searle Swedlund 

 

 

Exploring Lewis and Clark 

By Hannah Nyland from Jamestown 
Tourism 

North Dakota offers a great deal 
to visitors hoping to explore the 
history of the Lewis and Clark 
expedition. While certainly not 
the only places of interest, there 
are three historical sites that 
everyone interested in Lewis and 
Clark should give a look: the 
Washburn Interpretive Center, 
Fort Mandan, and the Knife River 
Indian Village. 

Washburn Interpretive Center: 

The Washburn Interpretive 
Center is an 11,000-square foot 
building dedicated to exploring 
the exciting journey of Lewis and 
Clark. Additional emphasis is put 
on the time Lewis and Clark 
spent at Fort Mandan over the 
winter of 1804-1805, and a tour 
of the Fort is included in the 
admission price. Three 12 foot 
tall steel statues stand at the 
Center’s entrance, depicting 
Lewis, Clark, and Mandan Chief 

http://www.hotrod.com/cars/barn-finds/1503-1970-dodge-charger-memorial/#photo-01
http://www.hotrod.com/cars/barn-finds/1503-1970-dodge-charger-memorial/#photo-02
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Sheheke; the site also hosts a 
herd of 25 4-foot tall steel buffalo.   

The Center’s Berquist Gallery 
stands out as one of only four 
galleries worldwide to host a 
complete collection of the work of 
Karl Bodmer, whose paintings 
are well-regarded as one of the 
most accurate and complete 
accounts of Upper Midwestern 
Indian cultures to exist. 

Displays include over 100 items 
from the John Fisher collection 
representing equipment Lewis 
and Clark would have used on 
their journey, interactive exhibits 
and games, a buffalo robe 
visitors can try on, an authentic 
dugout canoe carved from a 115 
year-old Cottonwood tree, one of 
only six working air rifles in the 
world, a diorama of Fort Clark, a 
huge map created by Clark, and 
more! 

Fort Mandan: 

Come see Fort Mandan, named 
in honor of the neighboring Indian 
tribe who aided Lewis and Clark 
as they weathered the 1804-1805 
winter there. The original fort lies 
somewhere underneath the 
Missouri River, but a 
reconstruction exists two miles 
south of the Lewis and Clark 
Interpretive Center.   

The replica is built according to 
materials and designs described 
in Lewis and Clark’s journals, and 
contain original items from the 
expedition: clothes, equipment, 
the blacksmith’s forge, bunks the 
men slept in, Lewis’ field desk, 
and Clark’s map-making tools. 
Visitors may enjoy tours of the 
site and various interpretive 
programs about the expedition 
and its significance to the United 
States. Admission to the Lewis 

and Clark Interpretive Center 
includes a tour of Fort Mandan!  

Knife River Indian Village: 

Witness scenic views, including 
broad plains and river bluffs, at 
the Knife River Indian Village, 
bordering a national park. The 
remains of earth lodges can also 
be seen; the dwellings were built 
up to 40 feet in diameter and 
could house 20 families and their 
animals (horses and dogs). 
Once, the villages in the area 
made up a major trading and 
agricultural center. Native 
Americans served as middle men 
in the trades, exchanging furs, 
guns, and metal. 

Sakakawea, one of the most 
famous members of the Lewis 
and Clark expedition, hailed from 
one of these villages. She played 
an important part in the other 
explorers’ success and safety; 
Native American war parties 
were not allowed to bring women 
or children with them, so many 
tribes felt more at ease with the 
expedition once they saw 
Sakakawea and her son among 
them. 

 

 

 

 

 

BARN FIND: THE 
LEGEND OF THE 

TURKEY BARN. 41 CARS                           
Story & Photos by (jakesgeneralstore.com) 

 

For many years an urban legend 
was told at car shows and swap 
meets among car guys of an old 
turkey barn northwest of the Twin 
Cities that housed many old 
collector cars, hot rods, muscle 
cars, motors, and parts all the 
rarest of rare. It was a who 
knows of or who has seen the 
biggest fish story. When stories 
such as this one were discussed 
you know that through the hustle 
and bustle of a car show or swap 
meet that all ears were listening, 
collecting pieces of the puzzle 
and trying to solve this tale. Was 
it simply a story that has 
snowballed for years? Or could 
there actually be such a place? 
Well for nothing more than 
bragging rights I for one was 
determined to solve the mystery.  

In 04 while car hunting one day 
for an elusive 69 Shelby 
Mustang, a legend that still 
remains unsolved, I walked up to 
a garage in a residential 
neighborhood and asked the 
owner if he knew of or has seen 
any 69 Shelby Mustangs around. 
He said no but after just a few 
compliments and questions his 
mouth began speaking of the 
turkey barn full of cars. Once 
again I am hearing this story. 
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This guy seems to know all of the 
information I know and more. It 
seems he knows the guy 
personally! Could this legend be 
solved this easy? He tells me of a 
very private man, a collector, not 
really a car guy but more along 
the lines of a pack-rat. He claims 
none of the cars have moved in 
years. You will never find it, he 
said. Many have tried and I am 
not telling you his name. He went 
on to say, this guy is a high roller, 
one of those retired rich doctor 
types who are in charge of really 
important stuff like entire 
hospitals. He even has his 
picture up on the wall. He has 
gate keepers who you will never 
get through and lives in a 
mansion in Minneapolis. I thought 
to myself, a retired doctor who 
has his picture on a hospital wall 
and lives in Minneapolis. I 
proceeded to cut bait on the 
Shelby Mustang and drive to 
some hospitals. Found some nice 
pictures and after some research 
and flirting with some 
receptionists, I found a retired 
doctors picture on the wall in a 
hospital that lived in Minneapolis. 
With his phone number in hand I 
made the call. We discussed the 
elusive turkey barn full of cars. 
He laughed and said he did not 
have any cars in a turkey barn 
but has some cars in a building. 
He also stated he was not 
interested in selling any of them 
at this time but told me to keep 
calling and maybe someday we 
can go have a look. Every 
Saturday morning at 9:00am from 
September to February I called 
him and asked him if he would 
like to go look at his cars. Most of 
the time I got the answering 
machine but sometimes he 
chatted for a while. Just about 
when I was ready to give up it 
happened, one Saturday morning 
a little before 9:00AM my phone 
rang. It was the Doctor; he stated 

his name was John. Just call me 
John. Then he asked, how would 
you like to go look at some cars 
today? Well you can imagine my 
excitement. I immediately drove 
to his house, a very modest 
rambler in a very modest 
neighborhood. When I arrived I 
was greeted by a very tall soft 
spoken man in his late 70s 
wearing new clothes from the 80s 
and a worn out cap. We shook 
hands, he insisted on driving to 
the building of cars in his daily 
driver, a ten year old one 
hundred thousand plus mile hum 
drum grey common place 
Chrysler. John was an extremely 
frugal man.  

 

We arrived at what appeared to 
be a machine shed on what was 
once part of a farm but now was 
part an old industrial park. A cold 
storage steel building with a 
concrete floor approx. 50x100 
with one dim light in the middle, 
no windows. Once my eyes 
adjusted to the dark the sea of 
rooftops came into view. The 
cars were door handle to door 
handle. Not one rooftop was level 
meaning there were some flat 
tires. Songs have been written 
about the experience I was about 
to have. If you are into old cars 
imagine uncovering a 1966 Red 
Corvette Convertible for the first 
time in over 20 years and then 
noticing it’s a big block 427 4 
spd. Under each cover was 
another amazing car, 41 cars in 
all. Mustangs, Cuda’s, Chevelles, 

Corvettes and even a 
Studebaker. Cars from the 50s, 
60s, 70s, 80s and today. (Like a 
radio station.) Parts and motors 
galore. Baby Hemis and big 
Hemis. Oh man this was heaven. 
Complete with dust, dirt, rust and 
mice. Obviously most of the cars 
had not moved in years. Some 
were perfectly restored cars while 
most were retired daily drivers 
and or project cars. This guy 
really is a car guy through and 
through. He has accomplished 
what most car guys only dream 
of, a building full of cars just to 
look at. I asked if he has ever 
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driven any of the cars or taken 
them to any car show. Oh no, he 
said. I only go to swap meets 
from time to time and haul stuff 
here. Yep I could see that he was 
most definitely telling the truth.  

 

I took on the project of helping 
John sell off his cars, and the 
building. It took over a year to 
clean out the building of cars, 
parts and even a camper or two. I 
have made many mice homeless 
and many people’s dreams come 
true by selling them the collector 
car of their dreams, Ok they may 
have gotten a mouse or two in 
the deal. One by one each car 
was literally extracted from the 
building on my car trailer, hauled 
56 miles to my place and made 
to run, drive and stop, cleaned up 
and sold off. Some cars were 
painted, semi restored, and or 
completely restored. Most all 
received new gas tanks and 
brake lines and were sold off in 
2004-2006 at the top of the 
market so John made out well. 
The alternative was a big auction 
at the building selling off a bunch 
of dead cars. What fun is that? 
The parts were hauled to swap 
meets and the sold rest on-line. 
My little backyard hobby hot rod 
shop was bursting at the seams 
with cars, parts and a lot of hustle 
and bustle during that time. All of 
my personal car projects were 
put on hold for a few years.  

 

An image gallery is at the top of 
this article. There you will see 
pictures of the cars out of the 
turkey barn. Yes I have bragging 
rights to solving the legend and 
getting the cars out to the public. 
I spent four years all together 
selling off this collection, John 
never wanted to meet or deal 
with anyone. I believe he enjoyed 
watching the cars finally come to 
life. To date, he never drove a 
single one even though each and 
every one had current tabs and 
insurance.  

In the early spring of 2011 Doc 
John passed away. Respecting 
his wishes I have waited to tell 
this story as he was a very 
private and modest man. It 
seems he knew his time was 
coming and did not want to leave 
a mess for his kids to have to 
clean up. I actually recall him 
saying that very statement in our 
first ride out to his building, The 
Turkey Barn. 

 

I was sad to see the last car 
leave but honored to have gained 
a very good friend. Thank you 

John for trusting me and giving 
me the opportunity of a life time. I 
will be forever grateful.---Jake 

Partial List: 
66 Corvette Roadster 427 4 spd 
70 Cuda Convert (Hemi clone) 
70 Cuda 4 spd 
73 Cuda 
73 Challenger 
75 Corvette Stingray 
68 Chevelle 396 4 spd project 
50s Dodge Convert Hot rod 
project 
60 Studebaker Lark Convertible 
66 Mustang convert 
66 Mustang Coupe 
67 Mustang Coupe 
73 Olds Delta 88 Coupe 
70 Chevelle 4 door sedan 30k 
actual 
77 Plymouth Grand Fury 54k 
actual miles- 
86 Daytona 
84 Plymouth Laser 
90 Daytona 900 actual miles 
87 Shelby Charger 
78 Valarie -T tops 
3 Chrysler LeBaron converts, a 
couple of Reliant K cars etc. 
Camper, Suburban, Sebring and 
a Chevy pickup. 
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AMC REBEL “THE 
MACHINE”                        

Story & Photos by (dodge-wiki.com) 

 

The Machine is an Automobile 
(2,326 built in 1970) produced by 
American Motors Corporation 
(AMC). It is a Muscle car version 
of the AMC Rebel. The Machine 
featured factory performance 
enhancements with serious 
power at a budget price.  

The Machine was announced to 
dealers by then Vice-President 
William Pickett on August 5 1969 
(from original AMC letter posted 
on the net by Tom Benvie, former 
AMC Apprentice) and as stated 
in the letter it was the company's 
intention to finish all of the first 
one thousand Machine with the 
"Red Streak" graphics kit, making 
it one of the most distinctive cars 
ever built by any company at any 
time. Each dealer was committed 
to one Rebel Machine that they 
were instructed to display in their 
showrooms, not on their lots. 
One known exception to this was 
Empire Motors in Sudbury, 
Ontario. They sold more 
Machines than any other dealer 
with 60 units sold. Their 
technique was to have the son 
and the nephew of the owner 
take the cars from the trailer to 
the local drag strip, disconnect 
the exhaust pipes and race them. 
They made deals right at the 
strip. Sudbury is a mining town 
and in those days a Rebel 

Machine onslaught must have 
been over-whelming for young 
miners with lots of money and 
nowhere to spend it. A number of 
the cars in the area are still 
owned by their original owners. 

First proposed in June 1968, the 
car was to have been a 1969 
Rebel coupe finished in black 
with authoritative black wheels 
and fat tires, without any stripes, 
scoops, or Spoiler (automotive), 
but with a cartoon "Machine" logo 
being run through a couple of 
graphic gears, (International 
Rebel Machine Newsletter, John 
Newell, 1995), aggressive street-
fighting stance.  

 

American Motors' high 
performance Halo vehicle 
announced to the press on 
October 16 1969  and made its 
official debut October 25 1969, in 
Dallas, Texas; the site of the 
National Hot Rod Association's 
World Championship Drag Race 
Finals. The Machine was 
conceived by American Motors, 
and probably the idea developed 
from collaboration between Hurst 
Performance and AMC, but 
unlike the compact SC/Rambler, 
there was no public recognition 
by AMC of Hurst's contribution 
once production commenced.  

Hurst was however still involved 
in every aspect of developing the 
performance image of the car. 
The February issue of Super 
Stock magazine stated bluntly 
that "since we introduced you to 
the car, we have made a couple 

of trips and a lot of phone calls to 
the Hurst Performance Research 
Lab in Detroit where the Rebel 
Machine was born and raised..." 
The Super Stock article titled 
'The Machine Part II' went on to 
state that "the Hurst organization 
and AMC have been 
collaborating on a couple of very 
interesting publications that are 
issued with each Machine sold. 
The booklets describe to the new 
Machine owner just what he has 
bought, and offers explicit 
instructions on what he or she 
can do to make it better (i.e. 
quicker) in four stages of 
modifications."  

The marketing was backed up by 
multiple sessions of drag strip 
testing at Florida's Gainesville 
Dragways. The aforementioned 
Super Stock article and the 
article by the late Roger 
Huntington titled 'Are You Geared 
to Go' became the benchmark 
performance article for The 
Machine and in the case of the 
Huntington article, a template for 

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-of-the-week-1941-packard-120/attachment/1941-packard-120-3
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how to write an informative, 
useful article about muscle cars.  

The standard engine in The 
Machine was AMC's 390 cu in 
(6.4L) V8 engine with 
340 horsepower (253.5 kW). 
More importantly, from a racing 
point of view, the engine 
developed 430 lb-ft (583 N·m) of 
torque at 3600 rpm. The 
horsepower rating only qualified 
the Machine as a muscle car - 
and thus higher insurance 
premiums by one single 
horsepower; the torque is what 
made the difference at the 
starting line. (Pat Wnek/John 
Newell) This was the most 
powerful engine in any AMC 
vehicle while retaining features 
required for normal street 
operations, as well as 
components to assure 
outstanding performance 
characteristics without incurring 
high-unit and warranty costs 
(John Newell) penalties. The 
engine is fed by a miserly 600-
cfm Autolite four-barrel carb. 
Compression was advertised at 
10.0:1 and required high-Octane 
Gasoline.  

 

Equipment 

The heavy-duty suspension was 
initially augmented by station 
wagon springs in the rear giving 
the car a raked look. These 
springs caused violent wheel hop 
in drag racing situations and 
were phased out of the cars over 

the model year (Drag Racing, 
September, 1970, The Rebel 
Machine - what hath AM 
Wrought?, John Lawler). Lawler 
wrote: "Heavy duty suspension 
was another part of the Machine 
package. When the car was first 
announced, it had super heavy 
duty coils at the rear, borrowed 
from the Rebel station wagon. 
These didn't serve any truly 
functional purpose. They were 
installed simply to lift the tail of 
the car for a rakish appearance.  

However, there appears to have 
been a running change on this 
point, though we haven't been 
able to confirm it with the AM 
factory. There were complaints 
that the extremely stiff wagon 
springs caused severe wheel hop 
when the clutch was popped at 
the starting line and many drag 
racers replaced them with the 
softer standard coils used on the 
Rebel sedan and hardtop.  

Our test car certainly didn't have 
a noticeable rake, as the 
accompanying photos show. Nor 
did it suffer from really severe 
wheel hop during our drag runs. 
We can only conclude, therefore 
that it didn't have the wagon rear 
springs at all. The ride was still 
firm, though, so we suspect that 
we had the rear coils normally 
supplied as a heavy duty option 
on the sedan and hardtop. These 
are stiffer than absolutely stock 
springs but are nowhere near as 
harsh as the wagon units." (John 
Newell)  

 

 

The weaker springs didn't help 
the wheel hop much but 
eliminated the raked look and 
lowered the overall factory spec'd 
height of the car from 54.4" to 
53.4". The spring change was 
further verified by the delivery 
day (December 23, 1969) photo 
of my own Rebel Machine 
(August, 19, 1970) that was 
delivered to the original owner, 
Ralph Stigger of Mississauga 
Ontario. In that photo, the car sits 
perfectly level. This was the first 
Machine ordered and delivered in 
Canada. It was ordered by 
Ralph's uncle who was an AMC 
executive at the Brampton AMC 
Assembly plant in Brampton, 
Ontario. (International Rebel 
Machine Newsletter, 1995, John 
Newell) As well, when the 
photographs of the cars are 
reviewed (and I have seen more 
than my share of the cars that 
are still out there, they are almost 
all sitting level. Very few still have 
the raked appearance and on at 
least one of them the raked 
appearance was achieved by the 
owner replacing the springs with 
the station wagon units.  

Standard were a Borg-Warner T-
10 four-speed manual 
transmission with a Hurst floor 
shifter backed by either 3.54:1 or 
optional gear ratios up to 5.0:1 
rear axle gear ratios, as well as 
power Disc brake, wide E60X15 
Goodyear Polyglas tire white 
letter tires mounted on "Machine" 
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mag-styled steel 15-inch 
(380 mm) wheels by Kelsey 
Wheels, and a black interior with 
high back Bucket seat and a 
center armrest upholstered in 
red, white, and blue Vinyl. 
Numerous other upgrades were 
standard to make each Machine 
a potent turn-key Drag racer.  

 

The trend to increase the power 
output from muscle car engines 
has seen AMC engines top 
500 horsepower (370 kW) and 
big block engines top 
1,000 horsepower (750 kW). It 
should be understood that neither 
the stock clutch, bellhousing, 
Borg-Warner T-10 nor the 
automatic transmission were 
designed to channel this much 
horsepower. A Richmond Racing 
Transmission is much safer. 
When something small goes 
wrong under load with high 
power, the effect is exactly the 
same as a car bomb and any 
occupants of the car can be killed 
or maimed instantly as well as 
the car totally ruined. That goes 
for any other muscle car with an 
original transmission, so pay 
attention and live. (John Newell)  

As a potential drag racer for the 
average guy on the street with a 
micro-budget, The Machine knew 
no equal when all costs and 
results were factored in. The 
optional service kit boosted the 
horsepower to well over 
400 horsepower (300 kW) and 

lowered its times from 14.4 with 
the Autolite carb and bone jarring 
wheel hop to 12.72 in the quarter 
at a cost of about $500.00 US. 
(Cars Magazine, Nov. 1970, Are 
You Geared to Go?, Roger 
Huntington) According the 
benchmark book on comparative 
muscle car statistics "How Fast 
Were They?" no muscle car of 
that era in dealer/factory stock 
history ever beat those times. 
(Steve Schultz, Gas Publishing, 
1996) As of 1996, neither the 
fastest Viper nor the fastest Vette 
of that year could yet beat it. That 
is a long reign for any car that will 
probably never be equaled, 
especially since The Machine 
was only produced for one year.  

The manufacturer's Suggested 
retail price (MSRP) price was 
United States dollar3, 475 US - 
4,400 CDN (approximately 
$20,000, in 2007 dollars). The 
October 16, 1969 Press Release 
stated that the company's aim 
was to release the first one 
thousand Machines in the Red, 
White and Blue (paint code 25A) 
paint/graphics scheme. But in the 
(December? and) January issues 
of SUPER STOCK magazine the 
number was apparently revised 
downwards to 300 RWB units 
before launching the P8 (blacked 
out hood designation, AMC Parts 
Book) solid color car production. 
This is more in keeping with the 
reality of the Rebel Machine 
Registry compiled by Mickey 
Ziomkowski and the manner in 
which the vehicles were 
"awarded" to the dealerships. 
More about that later.  

Jim McGraw, the author who 
broke the news indicated that this 
information appeared in the 
December issue as well, but I 
don't have a copy of that issue. 
Performance car magazines 

appeared on stands in the month 
before the date on the cover and 
the magazines required a month 
of set up, press run and shipping 
time so Jim's article had to have 
been written in October and his 
information acquired very shortly 
after the October 16th Press 
Release. What's unique here is 
that no other journalist from that 
era whose documentation has 
survived reported those numbers.  

 

When the cars were announced it 
was reported in the media that 
every AMC dealer would receive 
one Rebel Machine that was to 
be displayed front and center in 
their showrooms (Official AMC 
Audio salesman's training tape). 
They were not to be left out in the 
lot. The idea was to use the 
flamboyant paint scheme to lure 
non-AMC potential customers 
into the showroom where they 
could be introduced to the rest of 
the AMC line-up. Selling the 
RWG cars was never a high 
priority for AMC despite the 
official public stance. But in true 
AMC fashion, the company 
covered every base to ensure 
that the car as produced matched 
the hype. Also in true AMC 
fashion, once all the hard work 
was done, they spent hardly any 
money to promote what history 
now accepts as the best all-
around car that American Motors 
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ever built. In fact from marketing 
standpoint, after the most 
expensive and labor intensive 
performance project for a car 
offered for public sale, the 
company abandoned the car to 
its sales fate and the larceny of 
the performance car magazines 
of the era; most of whom, 
officially, didn't like the paint 
scheme and trashed the car and 
the company that produced it. 
But that was only part of the 
story.  

 

RACE CAR DRIVER HITS 
STRIDE WITH RAT RODS             

Story & Photos by Ed Marcum 

(knoxnews.com) 

 

Norwood resident Larry Payne, 
former race car driver whose 
hobby is building custom cars, 
sits in his current work-in 

progress — a rat rod, which is an 
exaggerated version of the early 
hot rods of the 1950s. 

 

 

The frame and suspension Larry 
Payne is sitting on in the rat rod 
is mostly handmade — the work 
of Payne, his son David Payne, 
and grandson Austin Payne, 7. 

 

 

It’s just in the early phases of 
construction, but Larry Payne’s 
creation will still be a rough 
looking piece of machinery when 
it’s finished, he said. Weathered 
paint, primer, bare metal and 
even rust are all desirable for the 
rat-rod look, Payne said. The 
final finish will probably be black 
with rust spots, he said. 
 
Norwood resident Larry Payne, 
former race car driver whose 
hobby is building custom cars, 

sits in his current work-in 
progress — a rat rod, which is an 
exaggerated version of the early 
hot rods of the 1950s. 
 

 

A rat rod is something like a hot 
rod, but with a dash of rust. 

While other custom-car builders 
would want to pull out the belt 
sander at the sight of a rust spot, 
those who appreciate rat rods 
actually consider rust, primer and 
worn paint appealing as part of 
the car's "natural patina." 

Norwood resident Larry Payne is 
tuned into all of this as he builds 
his own rat rod in the garage of 
his home. 

"We go to a lot of car shows, 
especially with the Mustang, and 
I've seen a few of these done," 
Payne said. 

He said he just had to try building 
one of his own. 

The Mustang he is talking about 
is another custom car he has 
built. It may not look as unusual 
as the rat rod, but Payne said 
what he did with it was a much 
bigger challenge. 

"We started with a 1969 Mustang 
Mach I, then we bought a 2004 
Mach I that had been totaled," he 
said. 
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By "we," Payne means himself, 
his son David Payne, and 
grandson Austin Payne, 7.  

"We put the engine, transmission, 
running gear and interior out of 
that 2004 into the '69," Larry 
Payne said. 

This took a lot of custom 
modifications to the body and 
chassis of the 1969 Mustang, but 
one thing that helped greatly is 
that when Ford introduced the 
revised Mach I in 2004, it kept 
the dimensions of the passenger 
compartment the same, making 
the 2004 Mustang interior a very 
close fit for the 1969 version, 
Payne said. 

Now, it's a car from 1969 that can 
be opened by a keyless remote, 
he added. 

Building custom cars is Payne's 
hobby, plus a way of spending 
time with his son and grandson, 
he said. His grandson loves the 
visits. 

"He really enjoys these cars as 
much as we do. He actually does 
all my soldering. He solders all 
my wiring connections for me," 
Payne said. 

His wife, Connie Payne, doesn't 
get in on the building, but loves 
cars and encourages what he 
does, Payne said. 

"She always knows where she 
can find me," he said. 

Payne added his wife does love 
to drive and has some of that 
same love of speed that kept him 
racing cars at Bristol Motor 
Speedway and other tracks since 
the 1970s. At 59, Payne said he 
is through racing, but when he 

isn't involved in running 
Temperature Control Inc., a 
heating/air conditioning company 
he co-owns, he's usually out in 
the garage working on his cars. 

His rat rod creation is something 
of a Frankenstein's monster, with 
parts taken from a bunch of 
different vehicles. The body is 
from a 1931 Ford Tudor, the 
engine is a 1953 Ford flat-head 
truck engine, the front brakes are 
from a 1968 Buick Riviera, and 
so on. Payne said he plans to 
modify the engine to increase its 
output from 100 to 250 
horsepower. 

A lot of the car is hand-made, 
especially the chassis. 

"All these rod ends have 
urethane bushings," Payne said, 
pointing to the front suspension. 
"We actually make those 
ourselves with raw nylon rods, 
and we turn our own bushings on 
a lathe." 

The rat rod is mounted on an air-
ride suspension so it can be 
raised and lowered and Payne 
plans to "chop" the body - 
lowering the roof about 4 inches 
and taking an inch or two off the 
front to give it a more rakish look. 

In a way, rat rods are about 
taking hot-rodding back to its 
roots. The hot rods of the 1950s 
and 1960s evolved into the street 
rods of later years. Payne, who 
has also built street rods, said 
that hobby isn't for everyone, 
though. Street rods are 
expensive and usually need to be 
pampered, he said. For example, 
Payne owns a 1933 Ford three-
window coupe street rod that he 
said he would never take out in 
the rain. 

"A lot of people are going to 
these rat rods where they don't 
have to go to as big of an 
expense and they have a car 
they could drive in any kind of 
weather," he said. 

 

 

The early hot rods were 
machines modified by their 
owners. Because of their varying 
skills, the work was often uneven. 
A lot of this involved taking off 
hoods, fenders and the like, 
chopping the roofs and beefing 
up the engine. The result was a 
leaner, more powerful vehicle. 
Later trends leaned toward more 
custom-made parts, styling and 
emphasis on a clean, slick, 
professionally done appearance, 
as in the street rods. 

Rat rods are an abrupt turn-
around from gleaming chrome 
and mirror-quality paint finishes 
to the look of flat black, primer 
gray, bare-metal and even rust. 

They are not a direct throw-back 
to the 1950s, though. They are 
more an exaggeration of the 
rough, unfinished look of 
traditional rods, but like those 
early machines, they are meant 
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to be driven and not just for 
show, Payne said. 

In fact, he has a road trip planned 
for his rat rod when it's finished. 
Payne and his family try to make 
the All-Ford Nationals car show 
held each year in Carlisle, Penn., 
and he and his wife plan to haul 
the Mustang up there in June 
while his son drives the rat rod. 

Last year, they took the Mustang 
on what turned out to be one of 
their most memorable visits to 
Carlisle. 

"Ford Motor Co. had a couple of 
concept cars they were 
displaying in a building up there, 
and they put my Mustang in there 
with those cars," he said. "It really 
went over big at the show. 
Everybody really liked the car." 

Later, someone approached 
Payne about another Mach I. 

"Somebody came over and told 
me, 'There is a Mustang here 
from your hometown,' and I got to 
looking at it, and it was a car I 
had bought new in 1969 when 
Connie and I got married," Payne 
said. 

The couple had kept the car 
about seven years and sold it to 
get the down payment for the 
house they have lived in since. 

"It was back almost identical to 
how it used to be," he said. "It 
was good to see that old car 
again." 

Ed Marcum may be reached at 
865-342-6267 

Right now, the doors on Larry 
Payne's rat rod are held closed 
with duct tape. Rat rods are 

meant to be crude-looking cars, 
but the vehicle will have actual 
door latches before it's finished. 
The plastic mascot peering from 
the roof will probably stay, 
though. 

Luckily for Larry Payne's project, 
Ford Motor Co. kept the interior 
dimensions of its 2004 Mach I re-
release close to those of the 
1969 original, making it much 
easier for Payne to fit this 
modern interior into this 1969 
Mustang. 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASSIC CAR REVIEW 
1967 Oldsmobile Delta 88 

Convertible                             
Story & Photos by Brian Earnest (Old Cars 

Weekly) 

 

When Russell Breutzmann 
decided it was time to get his first 
hobby vehicle — not something 
just to drive to and from work, but 
something to have some fun with 
on weekends — he figured it was 
safer to buy a car that was 
already in the family. 

Now 13 years later and counting, 
the 1967 Oldsmobile Delta 88 
convertible he wound up with has 
turned out to be a pretty cool 
deal. 

“The car had belonged to my 
wife’s cousin and I talked to him 
at a family picnic and he said, 
‘Yeah, I’m thinking about selling 
it.’ My son [Curtis] was there with 
me and we talked about it and 
went a week later to see it and 
liked what we saw,” said 
Breutzmann, a resident of Lake 
in the Hills, Ill. “We negotiated a 
price and we bought it and took it 
home and we’ve had it ever 
since. 

 

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-of-the-week-1967-oldsmobile-delta-88-convertible/attachment/1967-delta-88-2
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“When I was a kid I had a ’52 
Olds and then a ’56 Olds when I 
was in college. I figured I’d just 
stick with Oldsmobile’s.” 

 

The huge, red convertible was 
hard to miss at the family get-
togethers, and the Bruetzmanns 
figured it would be a fun car to 
have for cruise nights and 
occasional weekend shows. It 
hasn’t disappointed them. 

“The top goes down in May and 
goes back up in October, maybe 
September,” Russell laughed. 
“Once or twice I’ve been caught 
in a rainstorm and I’ve had to pull 
into a gas station under a canopy 
and put it back up, but otherwise 
the top is always down. 

 

“Its old-style driving. It has a big 
steering wheel — lots of turns 
lock-to-lock. Before we had the 
brakes done [stopping] was a 
little dicey, but that’s up to par 
now. It’s just a big cruiser. It rides 
very nice. It’s just a different 
driving experience than a modern 
car.” 

There were 140,000 miles 
showing on the odometer when 
the Bruetzmanns bought the 
Delta 88 13 years ago and 
became owners No. 3 and 3a of 
the car. They’ve added about 
26,000 miles since then. The 
previous owner had done plenty 
of good work to keep the car 
rolling and in prime condition. 

“The car had never seen snow. 
He had the engine and 
transmission rebuilt at 110,000 
miles,” Russell noted. “It ran well. 
He used it and did a lot of driving 
with it. It was not a trailer queen, 
that’s for sure. The interior was 
redone just before we bought it in 
black vinyl to the GM pattern. 
The [power] top was in good 
shape and it works well. We 
looked at the transmission and 
listened to the engine and drove 
it and everything was fine. I have 
not done anything major to it. 
We’ve done the usual things — 
fuel pump, starter, brakes, 
carburetor.” 

 

The convertible was offered 
under the Delta 88 menu, which 
was one step up from the 
Delmont 88.  The higher-end 

Delta 88 Custom line was new for 
the model year. Four models 
were offered as standard Deltas, 
while two were available as 
Customs. 

All of the 88 Oldsmobile’s were 
given fresh looks for the 1967 
model year, with more curvy 
“Coke bottle” figures and fewer 
straight edges. The hoods were 
longer, the decks were shorter 
and the roof lines were more racy 
and fastback-like. Standard trim 
consisted of deluxe armrests, 
carpeting, and lamp package, 
molding package, foam seat 
cushions, special wheel covers 
and deluxe steering wheel. 
Interiors were vinyl, cloth or 
leather. 

The standard engine for the 88s 
was the 330-cid V-8 that 
produced 250 hp. For buyers 
who wanted a little more oomph, 
the 425-cid two-barrel V-8 rated 
at 300 hp was also available and 
went into Breutzmann’s 4,100-
plus-lb. convertible. 

“We’ve had it on the expressway 
and it will keep up with traffic 70 
mph, no problem,” Breutzmann 
pointed out. 

 

The first owner of the 
Breutzmann’s 1967 Olds was 
from the Baltimore, Md., area. He 
bought one of the 14,471 Delta 
88 ragtops GM built for the model 
year. In addition the 425 engine, 
he went for a model that was 
equipped with cruise control, air 

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-of-the-week-1967-oldsmobile-delta-88-convertible/attachment/1967-delta-88-5
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-of-the-week-1967-oldsmobile-delta-88-convertible/attachment/1967-delta-88-6
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-of-the-week-1967-oldsmobile-delta-88-convertible/attachment/1967-delta-4
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conditioning and an AM/FM 
stereo, but no power windows or 
seats. 

 

As the third owners, the 
Breutzmanns have been 
averaging about 2,000 miles a 
year of seat time in their Delta 88 
droptop and don’t have any 
qualms about piling up some 
more. You get the impression 
that 200,000 miles is definitely in 
their future. 

“One of [Curtis’] sons just loves 
driving in the car. He’s 6 and 
we’ve got a booster seat in there 
and he gets a big kick out of it,” 
Russell said. “My daughter’s kids 
are 3 and 6 years old and they 
enjoy getting rides in it, too. 

“It’s still in good shape. 
Mechanically it needs an exhaust 
system … and we’ve got some 
road rash on it, but that’s not a 
big concern to me.” 

Russell has had the car out to 
plenty of local cruises and 

weekend gathering over the 
years. He’s seen plenty of other 
nice Oldsmobile’s, but none like 
his. “I have seen two or three 98s 
of the same vintage at cruise 
nights here, but I have not seen 
cars similar to mine — a 
convertible and that year,” he 
said. 

 

For now, the big convertible will 
continue to sleep over at Curtis’ 
house. As long as he has a key 
and the freedom to do some top-
down cruising whenever the spirit 
moves him, the senior 
Breutzmann is happy with the 
arrangement. 

“When I was working, I would 
take it to work two or three times 
a month,” Russell said. “Now he 
does the same thing… But I drive 
it more than he does. With his 
kids and family, I just have more 
time than he does, but the car 
stays at his house. One of his 
priorities when he got a house 
was to have a three-car garage. 

“We’ve got two pickup truck loads 
of spare parts that we got with 
the car when we bought it,” he 

added. “We need to get rid of 
those. They are all stored at his 
house and his wife wants them 
gone.” 

CLASSIC CAR 
SPOTLIGHT                  

1967 PONTIAC GTO RAM AIR                                        
Story & Photos by (musclecarfan.com) 

Pontiac Division’s advertising 
department was not very 
successful in its attempt to 
promote and identify the GTO 
with a Tiger, but by 1967, the 
otherwise very successful GTO, 
has become “the Goat” to a 
growing number of fans. The 
GTO is one of the original muscle 
cars according to many 
aficionados. This well-designed 
muscle car is formidable 
competition to all comers 
through-out the ‘60’s and 
becomes a yardstick others use 
to gauge their successes by. 
“The official (sanctioned) highway 
race vehicle” would be a 
figurative translation for GTO or 
“Gran Turismo Omologato” a 
term Pontiac had borrowed in 
1964 from Ferrari for the Pontiac 
GTO. 
 

 
 
There were 81,722 GTO units 
produced in 1967, of those 
65,176 are hard tops, 7,029 
Sports coupe style and the 
balance convertibles, but there 
were only 56 units of the 
convertible with the Ram Air 
option on the 400 CID (6.5 L)-V8, 
making them, very them rare 
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original equipment cars today. 
The louvered tail lights are 
replaced by eight long narrow 
horizontally oriented rectangular 
tail lights mounted 2×2 on each 
side. The grill is now a chrome 
mesh design and no longer 
completely split into two pieces; 
the grill inserts are linked by a 
chromed strip. The GTO 
emblems are moved from the 
rear fenders to the chromed 
rocker covers and there are five 
spoke Rally II wheels with 
colored lug nuts offered as an 
option. The cabin of the new 
GTO features simulated wood 
grain highlights, four way 
flashers, non-protruding knobs, 
padding around the instruments, 
energy absorbing steering 
column along with an energy 
absorbing steering wheel. As an 
option the car could also have 
been equipped with a shoulder 
harness for the front seat belts. 
Front disk brakes are also an 
option, but this year every GTO 
has a Master cylinder with a dual 
reservoir which includes separate 
hydraulic lines to operate the 
front and rear brakes 
independently. The ’67 GTO is 
an attractive car, but not really a 
lot different looking than its G2 
predecessor’s; the visible 
changes are slight, and the new 
safety features somewhat 
compelling, but the Ram Air and 
higher horse power ratings are 
what make this the most 
desirable GTO ever made. Under 
“Special Order Engine Options“ 
on the “Special Equipment” page 
in the 1967 Tempest-GTO order 
form is where the box would be 
checked to install the L67-400 
Ram Air engine. The option does 
have the same rating as the 
base, 360 hp (270 kW),  but 
delivers it at a higher, 5,100 
RPM, plus producing  a slightly 
higher torque peak of 438 lb-ft 
(594 N-m) at 3,600 rpm. For the 

’67 models the tri-power has 
been shelved in favor of the 
Rochester four barrel “Quadrajet” 
carburetor. The biggest changes 
from the H.O. engine to the 400 
Ram is the Ram it’s self, a hotter 
cam and stiffer valve springs for 
the latter, at least initially, 
although some head upgrades 
will occur in May of ‘67. The old 
389 block casting has been 
bored-out to 400 CID (6.5 L), but 
does retain many 389 
components including the same 
carburetion, manifolds, 
compression and the older style 
No. 670 heads used for the 
engine first assemblies. In May of 
’67, after number 646, 616 head 
was produced, they were 
upgraded to “97” heads. 
According to historian Pete 
McCarthy, the change is made 
on the die stamp for the “670” by 
grinding off the 0 and turning the 
“6” upside down. In late ’67, 
casting number 997 heads are 
being installed with the number 
stamped between number 4 and 
5 spark plug holes. 
 

 
 
When in production, the 
1967Ram Air option would cost 
$203.30 with a three speed 
transmission, but you would also 

be obligated to order a 4.33 Safe-
T-Track rear end for $48.79. The 
close ratio M21 four speed is on 
the table for an additional 
$142.31 or the all new three 
speed Turbo-Hydramatic could 
have been installed for $174.84. 
This automatic is equipped with 
the Hurst engineered dual-gate 
shifter giving the operator a 
choice of shifting or the automatic 
mode. 
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CLASSIC CAR REVIEW 
1965 Ford Galaxie 500 Police 

Car                                           
Story & Photos by Brian Earnest (Old Cars 

Weekly) 

 

Ken Anderson answers to a lot of 
different names: Barney, Barn, 
Lt. Fife., Deputy Fife … he’s got a 
long list of handles. Mr. Mayberry 
works. But Anderson prefers 
“Mayberry Guru”, especially 
when he’s talking about his 
favorite subject, The Andy Griffith 
Show, and cruising around 
channeling Don Knott’s in his 
sweet 1965 Galaxie 500 
Mayberry patrol car. 

 

Anderson, a resident of Eau 
Claire, Wis., has long been a 
devoted fan of the show and all it 
stood for, but that connection 
reached a whole new level in 
2010 when Anderson added to 

his Mayberry memorabilia 
collection with the ultimate prize 
— a replica Mayberry sheriff’s 
car. The ’65 Ford isn’t quite an 
exact replica of the cars used in 
the show’s sixth season — when 
the series finally went color — 
but it’s close. Anderson’s car is a 
Galaxie 500, while the car used 
on the show in 1965 was a base-
level Custom sedan. But the car 
looks great, is wonderfully 
authentic, and more than fills the 
bill at the many appearances 
Anderson makes each in year, in 
full police uniform, spreading the 
Mayberry gospel. 

“If it was the real thing, it would 
have the Police Interceptor 
engine [390 cid, 330 hp], but it’s 
only got a [352] in it,” Anderson 
says. “I talked to some officers 
from here in Eau Claire who said 
it basically looks just like 
Galaxies that they had. 

 

“I’ve always been a fan of The 
Andy Griffith Show. I had to retire 
early from teaching due to some 
health issues, and it has sort of 
become my hobby. I put together 
a Barney Fife outfit and thought, 
‘Boy it would be great to put 
together a squad car.’ A number 
of my Mayberry Internet friends 
have squad cars, especially on 
the East Coast in North Carolina, 
and it was always in the back of 
my mind that I kind of wanted 
one. I also have a ’66 Impala 
convertible that I’ve owned for 30 
years, so I enjoy classic cars.” 

Anderson eventually found the 
car in neighboring Illinois and 

bought it after seeing it on a 
YouTube video. “I trusted the guy 
and he drove about halfway to 
meet me and I picked it up, and 
I’ve never been sorry. But I had 
no idea it would turn into 
something this popular around 
here. It’s been quite a surprise.” 

According to Anderson, the 
Galaxie 500 had originally been 
all white and was converted to a 
Mayberry TV car clone by a man 
in Tennessee. The Ford has the 
proper black-and-white paint job, 
police decals, siren, vintage 
Motorola police radio, and single 
flashing red light on the roof. “Mt. 
Pilot Ford, Mt. Pilot, N.C.” is 
stenciled on the edge of the trunk 
lid for some added authenticity. 
He even has an authentic “JL 
327” North Carolina license 
plates. “They changed the law 
here and now I can put those 
plates on the car for shows and 
events as long as I have regular 
plates with me,” Anderson points 
out. 

 

A bunch of squad cars were used 
on the Andy Griffith Show and its 
spin-offs, and most were Ford 
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Galaxie four-door sedans. “I 
wanted a ’61 or a ’63, but there 
were just none available,” 
Anderson said. “This one was 
done up nice, and it was pretty 
much an exact replica of the ’65 
from the sixth season. It just 
turned 70,000 original miles. I’m 
trying to keep it looking exactly 
like it did on the show. A lot of 
people say I should go with the 
chrome hubcaps, but I always 
say no, this is the way they 
looked. About the only thing I’ve 
done is have the black repainted, 
and I’ve had a lot of the chrome 
redone. Oh, and I put in a new 
headliner. The seats are all 
original. It’s pretty much like it 
came off the assembly line.” 

The Galaxie 500 was the middle 
trim level for 1965 full-sized 
Fords, above the Custom line 
and below the Fairlane. The 
Galaxies had the Ford crest in 
the center of the trunk lid, chrome 
window frames, the Ford crest on 
the roof “C” pillar, “Galaxie 500″ 
in block letters at the front of the 
front fenders, chrome rocker 
panel trim, hexagonal taillights 
with chrome “‘cross-hairs” trim 
and back-up lights. Two-tone 
vinyl trim was used on the insides 
of the doors and on the seats. 
The base 240-cid six-cylinder 
offered a modest 150 hp, but the 
majority of buyers went with one 
of the V-8 choices. 

 

Galaxie 500s were offered as 
two- and four-door hardtops, two-

door hardtops and convertibles. 
Prices ranged from $2,730 to 
$2,996 for the six-cylinder 
versions. The four-door sedans 
like Anderson’s were the most 
plentiful and they were among 
the country’s most popular 
vehicles with more than 181,000 
assemblies for the model year. In 
addition, the engine choices the 
Galaxies could be equipped in a 
myriad of ways. Popular options 
included Cruise-O-Matic 
automatic transmission; four-
speed manual; power steering, 
brakes and windows; tinted 
windshield; air conditioning; vinyl 
roof; and whitewall tires. 

One of the first things Anderson 
did when he got the car was get 
in touch with local law 
enforcement to make sure they 
knew he wasn’t going to be 
chasing any real criminals. “I met 
with the Sheriff’s Department and 
the city police to explain to them 
what I was buying and how I was 
going to use it. The only thing 
they advised me was not to drive 
it too much at night,” he says. 
“People who get a good look at it 
at night don’t might think it’s a 
real police car and that could 
pose a danger to me. I get lots of 
positive feedback from the police. 
They say I’m their back-up. Most 
of them are really good sports 
about it. They really enjoy seeing 
the car.” 

 

The dressed-up Ford has allowed 
Anderson to tie together three of 

his favorite subjects: cars, The 
Andy Griffith Show and raising 
funds for the library in his tiny 
hometown of Dorchester, Wis. 
He says any money he collects 
from his appearances go to help 
fund the library, and his many 
appearances give him a chance 
to deliver a message about what 
modern society can learn from a 
simple TV series that aired five 
decades ago. 

“I have a Power Point 
[presentation] and it’s kind of a 
nostalgic thing where we take 
people back to a little town … 
and really stress the values that 
the TV program presented. I tell 
people I’m a motivational 
speaker, and I try to motivate 
people to slow down and 
remember the simple things that 
are important in life.” He has 
written a book about the show, 
“Mayberry Reflections, The Early 
Years” and has a website of the 
same name 
(www.mayberryreflections.com). 

Many of Anderson’s appearances 
involve taking kids for rides and 
letting them crawl around in the 
car and test the siren and light. “I 
guess I’m not as careful as I 
would be if it was totally 
restored,” he admits. “I want it to 
look like a police car. It’s my fun 
thing and I want to be able to use 
it.” 

 

Anderson says he lets his wife, 
Linda, drive when the car is in 
parades so he can walk behind in 
the street “and arrest people.” He 
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says his next project will be 
equipping the Ford with a PA 
system that will whistle the Andy 
Griffith theme song when the car 
rolls down the street. “But I make 
it very clear when I make 
appearances that I’m not 
[imitating] Don Knott’s!” he 
insists. “I wear a uniform to 
remember him and honor him, 
but I don’t try to imitate him. 
There’s no way I could do that… 
But people call me Barney all the 
time. ‘Hey Barney, where’s your 
bullet?’” 

When he’s not busy with other 
Mayberry engagements, 
Anderson takes the car to car 
shows, and usually comes home 
with some hardware in the 
backseat, even if he insists he 
isn’t seeking any. “I win so many 
trophies with it and feel guilty 
because there are so many cars 
that are perfect and have had 
frame-off restorations and 
everything,” he says. “And my car 
gets the trophies because of 
what it is. I feel guilty, but I’m 
very honored that I get the 
trophies.” 

 

Eventually, he hopes the car 
winds up in a museum or 
collection of another enthusiast 
who would enjoy the feel-good 
Ford as much as Anderson has 
so far. He’s had plenty of people 
inquire about buying the car, but 
he’s having far too much fun to 
consider parting with it. 

“I don’t want to just sell it to 
anybody who’s not going to 
appreciate it for what it is,” he 
says. “It is a special car and it’s 
very unique.” 

 

GAS MONKEY GARAGE 
we’re In, Let’s Go! Richard 
Rawlings and Gas Monkey 
Garage picks up Roadkill’s 

Gauntlet.                               
Written by Phillip Thomas (hotrod.com).  

 

 

If you’ve been subscribed to the 
Roadkill Facebook page, you no 
doubt have seen the gauntlet that 
has been thrown at Gas Monkey 
Garage, but for nearly a month, 
Roadkill saw no real response. 
This all started when a Facebook 
fan suggested that Roadkill and 
Gas Monkey Garage should 
battle it out in a junkyard 
challenge, build the best junkyard 
racer and take it 1,000 miles. 
Roadkill decided to take up the 
challenge, and began poking Gas 
Monkey Garage to accept the 
summons to contest. 
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Gas Monkey Garage, while 
lobbing a few insults back, kept 
avoiding the challenge 
throughout most of June and into 
July, citing that their shop was 
too busy with other projects to 
look at a duel with Roadkill. 

 

With enough poking, Rawlings 
finally responded. While the 
original junkyard challenge was 
shot down, Rawlings boasted, 
“We’re in, we’ll race, let’s go. I 
don’t care if that’s Roundy round, 
or circle track, or road tracks, or 
drag race, or first one to go to the 
moon; I could give a s*** less.” 

In their video, he shows a brief 
team meeting, where Aaron 
Kaufman at least promises to 
bring his D-game, depending on 
the day. “I’ll race them in a 
cardboard box, I don’t care,” he 
tells Rawlings during their 
meeting. 

While Finnegan and Freiburger 
Ro Sham Bo Rawlings to figure 
out the details of they’ll battle for, 
stay tuned to HOT ROD News for 
any major developments in the 
Roadkill vs. Gas Monkey Garage 
challenge.  

 

CLASSIC CAR REVIEW 
1966 Ford Good Humor Ice 

Cream Truck                               
Story & Photos by Michael Petti (Old Cars 

Weekly) 

 

You know those hot and steamy 
days of summer. All the buildings 
look as though they are dripping 
like melting ice cream. Then 
comes an oasis: the ice cream 
truck itself. 

On those hot days, Tom Gesior 
of Garwood, N.J., can just look 
into his garage at his cool 1966 
Ford Good Humor ice cream 
truck and pull out an ice cream 
bar. Yes, the truck is still stocked 
with treats, and it delivers them 
— along with many memories — 
to enthusiastic crowds, young 
and old. 

Good Humor began in 
Youngstown, Ohio, during 1920. 
Harry Burt put a chocolate 
coating on vanilla ice cream, 
used a stick for people to hold it 
and froze the concoction. To sell 
them, Burt assembled a fleet of 
12 street vending trucks with 
freezers and bells. From there, 
the business took off. 

The name “Good Humor” came 
from the belief back then that a 
person’s humor or temperament 
was related to the humor of the 
palate or a person’s sense of 
taste. 

 

In 1976, Good Humor ceased the 
direct selling of ice cream from 
trucks and began selling its 
product only in grocery stores. 
Some of the retired Good Humor 
trucks were sold to ice cream 
distributors and others to 
individuals. Gesior’s neighbor 
vended from Good Humor trucks 
at special events, such as street 
fairs and carnivals. In high 
school, Gesior worked for that 
neighbor. 

“On weekends, I would work 
events until my senior year when 
I was able to drive,” Gesior said. 
“I had so much fun driving this 
truck meeting people.” After high 
school, Gesior moved onto other 
jobs. Then, in 2010, the neighbor 
he once worked for contacted 
him about buying one of his old 
Good Humor trucks. “With help 
from my family, I was able to buy 
the truck.” 

Good Humor trucks resembled 
formal town cars in some ways. 
That is, the ice cream man, like 
the chauffeur, sat on an 
uncovered front seat; there was 
no fixed roof for the driver. In 
contrast, the pampered 
passengers rode behind the 
chauffeur in a permanently 
enclosed area. Likewise, the 
pampered ice cream treats were 
enclosed in a refrigerator. 
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Also like town cars, Good Humor 
trucks either had a canvas roof or 
a metal roof that swung on a 
giant piano hinge to occasionally 
shelter the driver. Gesior’s Good 
Humor has the latter style of roof, 
which swings rearward to rest on 
the freezer when the driver is 
uncovered. 

The freezer was intentionally 
shaped to look like an ice cube 
as a subliminal message to lure a 
sweltering passerby to become a 
customer. Good Humor trucks 
were always painted snow white 
to convey purity and coldness. 
Pictures of ice cream bars on a 
stick, ice cream sandwiches and 
paper cups were plastered all 
over the trucks to help customers 
make a selection. 

 

Gesior’s brother, Mike, is in the 
auto restoration business and 
helped him complete the 
restoration of his 1966 Ford-
based Good Humor truck. “It took 
three years of research and 
hundreds of hours to restore the 
classic Good Humor truck,” 
Gesior said. “This involved a 

frame-off restoration that 
included sandblasting, machining 
and metal fabrication. 

“The truck was rewired front to 
back,” Gesior added. “A new 
compressor was installed, which 
keeps the box at minus 20 
degrees. The engine was also 
refurbished to original specs. The 
original 16-inch split rims were 
replaced to a safer updated rim 
and tire. We have received 
numerous trophies from various 
car shows around the state.” 

 

Ford’s fourth-generation F-Series 
began in 1961 and ended in 
1966. It was lower and wider than 
its predecessors. The fourth 
generation did away with the 
wraparound windshield along 
with its “knee-knocker” A pillars. 
In 1965, an all-new Twin I-Beam 
front suspension with coil springs 
was introduced on all two-wheel-
drive F-series models. The ’65 
and ’66 versions, such as 
Gesior’s truck, have the “Twin I-
Beam” emblem on the front 
fender. 

Three engines were available in 
1966: The 240-cid straight-six 
that generated 150 hp; the 300-
cid straight-six that produced 170 

hp; and the 352-cid V-8 that 
pumped out 208 hp. Gesior’s 
truck has the bigger six with 
loads of torque. 

Using his Good Humor truck, 
Gesior operates T.G. & Sons Ice 
Cream, a business that provides 
classic-style ice cream services 
to corporate functions, car 
shows, parties, graduations, etc. 
“The best thing about driving this 
truck is hearing all the stories of 
when folks were a kid,” Gesior 
said. “It never gets old. This truck 
takes people back in time. I hear 
the same story at every event: ‘I 
remember my Good Humor man. 
His name was Bob or John.’ 
They all remember his name. 
They also remember the ‘clunk’ 
sound of the ice cream door. The 
most memorable sound is those 
famous bells mounted above the 
windshield going ‘ring, ring, and 
ring.’” 
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  Meeting 

  James Valley Street Machines 

07/22 Cook Out Car Show 

  R.M. Stoudt 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

  NASCAR 

  Camping World Truck Series 

07/22 Eldora Speedway 

  New  Weston, Ohio 

07/24 Elks Lodge 995 

to Elks State Convention 

07/26 Jamestown, North Dakota 

07/24 Car Show 

to 24th Gathering of the Goats 

07/26 Fort Ransom, North Dakota 

  NHRA Mello Yellow 

07/24 Drag Racing Series 

to MOPAR Mile-High 

07/26 NHRA Nationals 

  Denver, Colorado 

  Car Show 

07/25 Dilworth Loco daze 

  Dilworth, Minnesota 

  Car Show 

07/25 Volkswagens in the Valley 

  Valley Imports Fargo ND 

07/25 Top End Dragways 

to Bracket Weekend 

07/26 National Dragster Challenge 

  Sabin, Minnesota 

  Jamestown Speedway 

07/25 MW Mod Festival 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

07/26 Indianapolis Motor Speedway 

  Indianapolis, Indiana 

  NHRA Mello Yellow 

07/31 Drag Racing Series 

to NHRA 

08/02 Sonoma Nationals 

  Sonoma, California 

  James Valley Street Machines 

07/31 Dakota Blacktop Tour 

to The Paul Bunyan Trip 

08/02 "Hello Minnesota!" 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

  Jamestown Speedway 

08/01 NLRA Late Models 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

  Top End Dragways 

08/01 Hot Rod Drags 

  Sabin, Minnesota 

  NASCAR 

  Camping World Truck Series 

08/01 Pocono Raceway 

  Pocono, Pennsylvania 

  Oahe Speedway 

08/01 Shootout Races 

08/01 National Dragster Challenge 

  Pierre, South Dakota 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

08/02 Pocono Raceway 

  Pocono, Pennsylvania 

  NHRA Mello Yellow 

08/07 Drag Racing Series 

to NHRA 

08/09 Northwest Nationals 

  Seattle, Washington 

08/08 Top End Dragways 

to Bracket Weekend 

08/09 Sabin, Minnesota 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

08/09 Watkins Glen International 

  Watkins Glen, New  York 

  James Valley Street Machines 

08/12 Cook Out Car Show 

  S&R Truck Stop 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

  Jamestown Speedway 

08/15 Points Race 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

08/15 Top End Dragways 

to Bracket Weekend 

08/16 Radial Revolution 

  Sabin, Minnesota 

  Oahe Speedway 

08/15 Shootout Races 

08/16 Gamblers - Small Wheel Race 

  Pierre, South Dakota 

  NASCAR 

  Camping World Truck Series 

08/15 
Michigan International 

Speedway 

  Brooklyn, Michigan 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

08/16 
Michigan International 

Speedway 

  Brooklyn, Michigan 

  NASCAR 

  Camping World Truck Series 

08/19 Bristol Motor Speedway 

  Bristol, Tennessee 

  NHRA Mello Yellow 

08/20 Drag Racing Series 

to Lucas Oil 

08/23 NHRA Nationals 

  Brainerd, Minnesota 

  Jamestown Speedway 

08/22 Back to School Night 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

08/22 Bristol Motor Speedway 

  Bristol, Tennessee 

  Jamestown Speedway 

08/29 Season Championship 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

08/29 Top End Dragways 

to TintMasters Street Legal Drags 

08/30 Sabin, Minnesota 

  NASCAR 

  Camping World Truck Series 

08/30 Canadian Tire Motorsport Park 

  Bowmansville, ON 

  NHRA Mello Yellow 

09/02 Drag Racing Series 

to Chevrolet Performance 

09/07 U.S. Nationals 

  Indianapolis, Indiana 

  Jamestown Speedway 

09/05 Labor Day Duel (Saturday) 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

09/05 Top End Dragways 

to Bracket Weekend 

09/06 King of the Track 

  Sabin, Minnesota 

  Jamestown Speedway 

09/06 Labor Day Duel (Sunday) 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

  Oahe Speedway 

09/03 Thunder on the Prairie 

09/05 Junior Drag Racing 

09/06 Dragging for Pinks 

09/07 Points Race 

  Pierre, South Dakota 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

09/12 
Richmond International 

Raceway 

  Richmond, Virginia 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

09/06 Darlington Raceway 

  Darlington, South Carolina 

09/12 Top End Dragways 

to Bracket Weekend 

09/13 Sabin, Minnesota 

  James Valley Street Machines 
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09/16 Cook Out Car Show 

  Buffalo City Rotisserie Grille 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

09/17 Oahe Speedway 

to ET Finals 

09/19 Pierre, South Dakota 

  NHRA Mello Yellow 

09/18 Drag Racing Series 

to NHRA 

09/20 Carolina Nationals 

  Charlotte, North Carolina 

  NASCAR 

  Camping World Truck Series 

09/18 Chicagoland Speedway 

  Joliet, Illinois 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

09/20 Chicagoland Speedway 

  Joliet, Illinois 

09/25 Jamestown Speedway 

to Stock Car Stampede 

09/26 Jamestown, North Dakota 

  NHRA Mello Yellow 

09/25 Drag Racing Series 

to AAA Insurance 

09/27 NHRA Midwest Nationals 

  St. Louis, Missouri 

  NASCAR 

  Camping World Truck Series 

09/26 
New  Hampshire Motor 

Speedway 

  Loudon, New  Hampshire 

  James Valley Street Machines 

  & Don Wilhelm Inc. Present 

  5th Annual Dan Wilhelm 

09/26 Car Show supporting the 

  ND Huntington's Disease 

  Foundation 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

09/27 
New  Hampshire Motor 

Speedway 

  Loudon, New  Hampshire 

09/25 Oahe Speedway 

to 11th Annual National Open 

09/27 Finals with Class Races 

  Pierre, South Dakota 

  NHRA Mello Yellow 

10/01 Drag Racing Series 

to NHRA 

10/04 Keystone Nationals 

  Reading, Pennsylvania 

  Top End Dragways 

10/03 TintMasters Street Legal Drags 

  Sabin, Minnesota 

  Oahe Speedway 

  Fall Finale 

10/03 Shootout Races 

  Pierre, South Dakota 

  Oahe Speedway 

10/04 Fall Finale Class Races 

  Pierre, South Dakota 

  NASCAR 

  Camping World Truck Series 

10/03 Las Vegas Motor Speedway 

  Las Vegas, Nevada 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

10/04 Dover International Speedway 

  Dover, Delaware 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

10/10 Charlotte Motor Speedway 

  Charlotte, North Carolina 

10/10 Top End Dragways 

to Bracket Weekend 

10/11 Season Points Championship 

  Sabin, Minnesota 

  James Valley Street Machines 

10/14 Regular Meeting 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

  NHRA Mello Yellow 

10/15 Drag Racing Series 

to AAA Texas 

10/18 NHRA Fall Nationals 

  Dallas, Texas 

10/17 Top End Dragways 

to Bracket Weekend 

10/18 Big Money Weekend 

  Sabin, Minnesota 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

10/18 Kansas Speedway 

  Kansas City, Kansas 

  NASCAR 

  Camping World Truck Series 

10/24 Talladega Superspeedway 

  Talladega, Alabama 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

10/25 Talladega Superspeedway 

  Talladega, Alabama 

  NHRA Mello Yellow 

10/29 Drag Racing Series 

to NHRA 

11/01 Toyota Nationals 

  Las Vegas, Nevada 

  NASCAR 

  Camping World Truck Series 

10/31 Martinsville Speedway 

  Ridgeway, Virginia 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

11/01 Martinsville Speedway 

  Ridgeway, Virginia 

  NASCAR 

  Camping World Truck Series 

11/06 Texas Motor Speedway 

  Fort Worth, Texas 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

11/08 Texas Motor Speedway 

  Fort Worth, Texas 

  NHRA Mello Yellow 

11/12 Drag Racing Series 

to Auto Club 

11/15 NHRA Finals 

  Pomona, California 

  NASCAR 

  Camping World Truck Series 

11/13 Phoenix International Raceway 

  Phoenix, Arizona 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

11/15 Phoenix International Raceway 

  Phoenix, Arizona 

  James Valley Street Machines 

11/18 Regular Meeting 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

  NASCAR 

  Camping World Truck Series 

11/20 Homestead-Miami Speedway 

  Homestead, Florida 

  NASCAR 

  Sprint Cup Series 

11/22 Homestead-Miami Speedway 

  Homestead, Florida 

  James Valley Street Machines 

  Awards Banquet 7:00 

12/10 Prime Rib & Potato. 

  Live Auction @ the KC's 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 
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SWAP SHOP 

 
Swap Shop ads are taken from James Valley 

Street Machine members, NDSRA “Street 

Talking” magazine, “Cars for Sale in 
Jamestown” on Facebook. 

 

WANTED: 1980’s Jeep pickup 
parts. I’m restoring a 1982 Jeep. 
701-845-3032 Ken 

 
WANTED: Looking for a hood for 
1948 1-ton Chevy panel van. 
Also need speedometer and any 
other odd parts. Kern Shull 701-
341-7174 

 
WANTED: ‘57 Cadillac body and 
interior parts. Mainly the seats 
and bumpers. Dallas 701-436-
6399 

 
WANTED: ‘53 Olds left fender 88 
or 98 will work, complete. Green 
would be a bonus! Dallas 701-
436-6399

 
WANTED: 1955-59 step-side 
pickups. Must be all complete 
and ready to drive. Prefer: Chevy 
Apache, 350 V8 or less, no 6 
cylinder, and color of red, white, 
and blue, auto Trans, highway 
gears. Call or text 701-425-5358 
Duane 

 
WANTED: Looking for a decent 
set of Doors and a Drivers front 
fender for a 60-63 Chevy Pickup. 

Fenders work from 60-66. Aaron 
701-880-1472 

 
INSPECTIONS: Vehicle 
inspections done at Dallas 
Kustoms in Hillsboro, ND. Call 
701-436-6399-6399 

 
FOR SALE: 1948 IH Metro Snap 
On van. Needs total Resto very 
cool. 701-436-6399

 
FOR SALE: 1941 Ford gas truck. 
Needs total Resto. 701-436-
63993 

 
FOR SALE: 49-51 Merc. Parts. 3 
- 49/50 bumper cores, $100 ea. 
Hood hinges (great condition), 
$150.00 for all 6 pieces. One pair 
NOS trunk hinges, $125.00/pair. 
A keyed 50/51 ignition switch, 
$35.00. +Shipping Sterling 701-
349 -3913

 
FOR SALE: ‘34 Plymouth Sedan 
hot rod. Ready to cruise. Info: 
701-678-2908 Bugs 

 
FOR SALE: 1950 Chevy. 
“Lavender Lady”. Custom in 
‘Watson’ style. 235/350 combo, 
power steering and brakes. 
$25,000 Call Myron Dybing for 
more details - 701-367-9070 

 
 

WANTED: Looking for Chevy car 
49-52 for parts. Call Harvey Sells 
at 701-237-5504 

 
FOR SALE: 1954 Chevrolet 
3100. If anyone has questions 
the can call Matt Niemela at 218-
385-2730 

 

FOR SALE: VERY NICE! 1972 
Pontiac Bonneville 2 Door. 
114,000 miles, Brown with cream 
vinyl top. Hass 455 2bbl with 
added electronic ignition & dual 
exhaust. Please call Donovan 
701-793-0075 
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